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Quark XML Author is a Microsoft Word plugin for authoring structured, modularized 
content with your preferred XML schema - DITA, DocBook, S1000D or Quark Smart 
Content - that contains auto-generated XML metadata. Part of Quark Publishing 
Platform (QPP), it simplifies the creation and assembly of highly technical, complex 
content using reusable content components that are tagged directly with property 
metadata from a universal taxonomy, ensuring regulatory compliance and consistent 
search results across the entire component content management system (CCMS). 
Because Quark XML Author combines Microsoft Word’s familiarity and ease of use with 
structured content authoring, it can be deployed across an organization to create an 
automated team workflow to increase productivity among subject-matter experts 
(SMEs), reduce production time and costs, and help ensure compliance. Streamlined and 
automated omnichannel publishing processes improve the accuracy, consistency and 
relevance of all the content an organization creates, including financial and investment 
reports, standard operating procedures, legal and legislative documents, training 
manuals and more. 

Benefits/Results

• Enable SMEs to use Microsoft Word to easily author
componentized content that contains auto-generated
XML metadata.

• Create highly technical content for omnichannel
publishing from within a low-code / no-code word
processing environment.

• Simplify the authoring of complex content for
compliance-controlled, regulated environments.

• Create and assemble content to any XML schema like
DITA, DocBook, S1000D or Quark's customizable Smart
Content, with no expertise or training. Even convert
content from one schema to another.

• Tag components with rich metadata for enhanced context
and meaning, plus easy search and reuse.

• Dynamically update components across all content that
uses them, eliminating the review-and-replacement
process for each piece of content.

• Reuse content components across multiple content types
for omnichannel publishing.

• Improve collaboration between authors, thanks to
seamless Microsoft Word and Web-based authoring tools
interoperability.

Key Features 

Automate your authoring processes by creating reusable, omnichannel content components from Quark XML 
Author. Its key features include: 

Microsoft Word Plug-In: Enable subject-matter experts 
to use the familiar Microsoft Word environment to author 
content components.  

Modularized Content: Author structured, dynamic 
content components that contain auto-generated XML, 
such as sections, paragraphs, lists, tables, charts and 
images, for easy assembly and omnichannel output.  

Integration of Complex Data Sources: Include data from 
databases, spreadsheets and other sources.  

Reuse of Content Components: Easily reuse content 
components across documents and channels (e.g., 
create a new section within a document by directly 
inserting any section already created and stored in QPP).



If a quark – in science – is the basis for all matter, then Quark – the company – is the 
basis for all content. The company revolutionized desktop publishing and today 
provides content automation, intelligence and design software for end-to-end content 
lifecycle management. Customers worldwide rely on Quark to modernize their content 
ecosystems so they can create complex print and digital layouts, automate 
omnichannel publishing of mission-critical documents, and analyze production and 
engagement insights for the greatest return on their content investments.  
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Version Control: Keep track of all changes made by 
editors and easily revert to old versions of content 
anytime.  

Customization & Filtering: Produce publications for 
different audiences and remove content that is irrelevant 
by filtering sections as appropriate.  

Collaboration: Leave comments and track changes as 
part of review-and-approval workflows, with 
collaboration history to understand the context of 
changes over time.  

Let Quark help you automate all the stages of content lifecycle management: creation, 
collaboration, assembly, publishing and analysis.  Request a demo of Quark XML Author 
with Quark Publishing Platform. 
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Key Features (cont’d)

Real-Time, Omnichannel Previews: See how content will 
look across numerous channels, with a comprehensive 
preview as well as previews at the page, section and sub-
section level, reducing review-and-approval cycles and 
optimizing the author experience. 

Metadata Tagging & Taxonomy: Use industry-standard 
tag sets, such as DITA and DocBook, or your own custom 
tag set from your organization’s universal taxonomy.  

Compliance Validation: Create customized content 
validation rules to ensure that terminology complies with 
regulatory guidelines or that required sections or topics 
are included (e.g., legal disclosures).  
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